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A primary functionality of ACP is proving confluence of term rewriting systems (TRSs).
ACP integrates multiple direct criteria for guaranteeing confluence of TRSs. It also incorporates
divide–and–conquer criteria by which confluence or non-confluence of TRSs can be inferred from
those of their components. Several methods for disproving confluence are also employed. For
some criteria, it supports generation of proofs in CPF format that can be certified by certifiers.
The internal structure of the prover is kept simple and is mostly inherited from the version
0.11a, which has been described in [2].

This year we have added a decision procedure of UNC for shallow TRSs. The decidability of
UNC for shallow TRSs has been shown in [4]; our new efficient procedure and a correctness proof
are reported in [5]. We have also added a functionality to deal with commutation problems.
Our (dis)proofs of commutation are based on a development closed criterion [6] and a simple
search for counter examples. Lastly, we have also added a confluence checking using ordered
rewriting [3].

ACP is written in Standard ML of New Jersey (SML/NJ) and the source code is also available
from [1]. It uses a SAT prover such as MiniSAT and an SMT prover YICES as external provers. It
internally contains an automated (relative) termination prover for TRSs but external (relative)
termination provers can be substituted optionally. Users can specify criteria to be used so that
each criterion or any combination of them can be tested. Several levels of verbosity are available
for the output so that users can investigate details of the employed approximations for each
criterion or can get only the final result of prover’s attempt.
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